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The Professor Martin Edelman Faculty Award for Excellence in Teaching
Established by Carol Hoffman, Esq. ’71, in honor of Professor Martin Edelman, this fund is used to honor Political Science faculty for excellence in teaching, and is given to a faculty member to encourage, support and acknowledge effective teaching. The recipient will also have demonstrated an ongoing commitment to undergraduate education and will have effectively integrated research into his/her course experience.

Rockefeller College Prof. Harold W. Adams Student Experience Fund
Established by Timothy P. Murphy, MPA ’77, The Rockefeller College Professor Harold W. Adams Student Experience Fund will provide support for events and activities that enhance the overall student experience at Rockefeller College. This fund was created to honor the legacy of Professor Harold W. Adams and recognizes the impact that Prof. Adams made in the lives of students during his long tenure as an Associate Professor of Public Administration and later as the Chair of the Department of Public Administration and Police.